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MATCH REPORT 

 

Today we hosted Maroubra in a close contest that saw us go down by a few points.  

Maroubra got away to a fast start and kicked the first goal of the game. It was great that NWL 
increased our pressure and after a free kick to Bailey she drove the ball forward to Ella who kicked 
our first point. With help from Alex the ball was locked into our forward line for a lot of the quarter, 
the wall was set up and as they kicked out Ella grabbed the ball from the opposition, ran in and 
kicked our first goal just before the siren. 

The second quarter was our best, we kept Maroubra  scoreless however only managed to score 1 
goal thanks to kelly who ran onto a loose ball and kicked a wonderful goal. Tara played loose across 
the back line and bumped and tackled hard all day. Katie and Eva also helped shore up the defence 
and managed to kick the ball up the field multiple times. 

The third quarter had NWL continuing to put pressure on and deliver the ball into our forward line. 
Elliana got a lot of the ball and managed to get the ball moving forward after a free kick in the 
centre. Bailey ran onto the ball and ran into the forward line, kicked over the top of a player but a 
crewel bounce saw the ball bounce backwards and the opposition managed to clear it. In a replay 
Bailey managed to kick the ball to Annibelle F, who managed to kick a great goal after deciding to 
soccer it through instead.  

The fourth quarter was a hard slog with Maroubra keeping the ball in their forward line for most of 
the quarter. Some great efforts by Mikaela to clear the ball but Maroubra kept coming. Defence held 
up and they only managed to score a few behinds but it was enough for them to win the game by 3 
points.  

It is disappointing to be so close and fall short. These are the games we need to learn from and 
improve. Well done to all, every player contributed today.  

Score NWL - 3G 5P = 23  Maroubra 3G 8P= 26 

Goals - Ella, Kelly, Annibelle F.  

Report by - Shaun Elliott 
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